CIB Co-Sponsored Conference REMINDER

SBE 2019 Helsinki

Emerging Concepts for Sustainability Built Environment

The Global SBE series gathers again in Helsinki to share latest knowledge and development trends in sustainable built environment.

The Conference themes will cover e.g. resource efficiency, circular economy, healthy spaces, net positivity, business concepts and frugal innovation.

The SBE19 Helsinki edition 22-24 May 2019 debates how our Clean Planet with its Happy People can share Prosperity for present and future generations. Emerging Concepts range from climate change mitigation and adaptation, circularity, net positive approach and ecological handprint, healthy indoor and outdoor environments, business models for value and risk optimization and nature-based solutions to frugal innovation.

To make this a game changing event, ensure your presence in SBE19 Helsinki. Bring your ideas and inform your networks about this opportunity.

**Keynote Speakers**

Ilari Aho  
Vice President, New Business Development & CSR, Uponor, Finland

Saskia Beer  
Chief Executive Officer, Transformcity, The Netherlands

Wouter Roemaat  
Partner at Alba Concepts

Erik Andersson  
Associate Professor, Stockholm Resilience Centre

More information and Programme Outline from the SBE19 Helsinki Conference is to be found [here](#).

Early Bird fees are valid until **April 15**, register [here](#).

**SBE Conference Series**

This Conference is part of the SBE Series of 2019-2020. More information of this series is to be found [here](#).